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Welcome to our November 2020 newsletter.
This strangest of years is drawing to a close, and not surprisingly the ways in
which INTRAC has been using remote and online methods dominates the
viewpoints and articles in this newsletter. In his opening piece, our newest M&E
consultant, Richard Ponsford, reflects on ways to make online learning engaging
ahead of the launch of new online M&E courses (see page 10). We’ve also come
together with organisational development specialists from around the world to
generate new thinking on civil society support into the future, captured in a
series of blogs and discussion papers.
It is a time of endings also. Since 2011, INTRAC has been the institutional home
of the journal Development in Practice, with Brian Pratt as Editor-in-Chief
supported by Adam Houlbrook as Deputy Editor. In December, we will bid a very
fond farewell to DIP as it moves to a new institutional home. In his Viewpoint,
Brian celebrates the achievements of DIP and the part it has played in bringing
the knowledge of development practitioners to the fore. The new editors will be
announced in due course and we wish them and DIP every success going
forward.
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Finally, we bid farewell also to our Chief Executive, Jim Emerson, who has
decided to leave INTRAC at the end of December 2020. The Board would like to
thank Jim for all his contributions and they and staff wish him well. The Board is
currently looking at options and will share updates on our website and in the
next newsletter.

www.intrac.org

Richard Ponsford on joining INTRAC and exploring online learning
during COVID-19
Prior to joining INTRAC, I had delivered a lot of training in previous roles and enjoyed working with participants to
help them strengthen their knowledge, skills and confidence. I was looking forward to being a trainer for INTRAC
as I felt an affinity with the aim to make training relevant, practical and empowering. However, I’d rarely
delivered training online and was aware of the variety of challenges this can bring. In addition to confronting the
expected technical problems, I would have to keep participants engaged and help bridge the gap that comes
from not being in the same place.
Having now been a co-trainer on the most recent delivery of INTRAC’s Online Monitoring & Evaluation course,
my confidence in and enthusiasm for online learning has grown. Working with my excellent co-trainers, Orla
Cronin and Alison Carney, I saw first-hand how to make online sessions varied and engaging. Presenting key
information was complemented with the regular pauses for questions and sharing, while quick polls were used to
encourage interaction and to find out about participants’ experiences. Participants were able to choose to
engage using speech or typed messages, based on the mode of interaction they felt most comfortable with.
Practical exercises in small groups allowed people to practice new concepts. All of these approaches made
sessions interactive and interesting, enabling lots of sharing and discussions between myself and participants.
Something I really liked about the INTRAC course is the way it provides both a comprehensive introduction to all
the key elements of project monitoring and evaluation, and seeks to strengthen participants’ understanding of
the principles of effective M&E. This balancing of knowledge acquisition (the what of M&E) with an
understanding of the theory (the why of M&E) helps participants to build their confidence and skills to be able to
appropriately and effectively apply their new learning to their own organisation.
Previously, I’d tended to sign up to the belief that there is just no substitute for face-to-face training. Now, having
being part of a course that was varied and made great use of interactive methods, I’m more enthused than ever
about the possibilities of online learning. At INTRAC, our approach to training is driven by our aim to make highquality training accessible to more people working on supporting civil society around the world. An emphasis on
dynamic and engaging online training has been a significant component of this. It has been an interesting
experience for me to become a part of this work, to learn from my co-trainers and to help bring INTRAC’s
expertise in M&E and online learning to a new group of civil society practitioners.
The advances in this area are especially encouraging in 2020, when the impact of COVID-19 has so radically
changed the way that civil society organisations work. In a most challenging year, being able to share these
learning experiences despite the restrictions placed on us is a bright spot. I’m now looking forward to delivering
the next online M&E course early in 2021.

INTRAC’s Online Monitoring,
Evaluation and Learning course

26 January—3 March 2021
Find out more on page 10 or apply now →

Richard Ponsford joined INTRAC in July 2020. He is a senior consultant in
monitoring, evaluation and learning with a passion for empowerment, partnership,
data driven adaptation and capacity building. He has 12 years’ experience of
working on development programmes across Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia.
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Giving practitioners a voice: Brian Pratt reflects on ten years as
Editor-in-Chief of Development in Practice
Development in Practice was founded 30 years ago by Oxfam, and as the founding editor it was clear in my mind
that there was a wealth of lived experience in development which was not always captured by the academic
journals and literature at that time. Our aim was to encourage people to write about their experiences as
practitioners, rather than as theoreticians. A second aim was to give a voice to people working outside the usual
developed country academic centres. Finally, we wanted to hear from people from the global South and give
them a platform to share their experiences and ideas.
Over the last 30 years we feel that we have met many of these goals, publishing articles from authors across the
world and from a range of backgrounds and institutions. In recent years we have published over 100 articles a
year, with around 50% of all authors and reviewers coming from the global South, along with approximately 40%
of our readership. Our numbers of submissions have increased significantly year-on-year, and article downloads
have soared. We have used our yearly special issues to highlight important and sometimes neglected areas of
work, including the role of faith-based organisations, women’s empowerment, climate change, and child
protection, along with updates on issues confronting civil society, and more recently debates on the sustainability
of NGOs and changes in donor policies. I am proud to have been engaged at the beginning of the journal, and also
for the past ten years as Editor-in-Chief since Development in Practice moved from Oxfam to INTRAC under the
auspices of Taylor and Francis, who have shared our vision for the journal and provided unstinting support to us.

“We wanted to hear from
people from the global
South and give them a
platform to share their
experiences and ideas.”
Brian Pratt

I write at the end of a dramatic year. For many of the world’s population, things have
probably not changed as much as for others, so the poorest areas are still struggling to
survive, the numbers of involuntarily displaced people grow, and initiatives such as the
SDGs are faltering under budget cuts, COVID-19 concerns and a populist backlash
against global issues.
As I retire from the position of Editor-in-Chief at the end of 2020, coinciding with INTRAC
resigning its role as the institutional home for Development in Practice, I look forward to
keeping in touch with the journal and the new editorial team as the challenges of
international development are reflected in future issues. Taylor and Francis intend to
make an announcement on the new editorial home for the journal in due course.

Meanwhile I wish to thank all of you who have written for Development in Practice, reviewed articles for us, were
guest editors of special issues, helped as editorial advisory group members, and read and used the knowledge
published. In particular, I would like to thank Rajesh Tandon, Alan Fowler, Susan Holcombe and the late Chiku
Malunga, who supported us in the transition when we first took over editing the journal. Personally, I could not
have managed the editing without the constant and essential contribution of Adam Houlbrook, the Deputy Editor.
It has been an honour and pleasure to have read so many submitted articles over the last ten years, many of
which we have published, and to get a glimpse into the practice of development across the globe.

Brian Pratt has over 40 years’ experience in international development. He has
worked with a diverse range of actors across the sector including multilateral and
bilateral donor agencies; international NGOs; academic and applied researchers;
social movements; local NGOs and CSOs. Brian was INTRAC's founding Director,
running INTRAC from 1991 until 2013, and has since worked with INTRAC as a
freelance consultant.
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Our work
Everyone teaches, everyone learns: designing a joint learning
programme for PAX and partners
By Lucy Morris

We may believe in ‘equitable’ partnerships in theory. But how many
partnerships are built on an assumption that only the implementing partner
ever needs to change and improve?
One funding and advocacy partner which has consciously put itself in the frame
is PAX, an international peace-building organization from the Netherlands.
PAX recently committed itself to a more equitable approach to capacity
strengthening work, by formalising a programme of shared learning with civil
society partners, in response to global challenges.

2019 non-violent mass protests in Khartoum,
Sudan that lead to the ousting of Omar alBashir from power (Photo: PAX)

INTRAC’s role has been to support PAX and partners in this pioneering work, and to help design and facilitate a
nine-month shared joint-learning pilot programme to strengthen PAX and partner capacities, and increase the
results and impact of joint interventions.
We began the process with a series of learning needs assessment interviews with 28 inspiring prospective
participants in the Netherlands, Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, OpT, Sudan and South Sudan. We then combined
the findings from the interviews, with the key lessons from a previous PAX action-learning programme.
Next, we used these insights to create the programme’s objectives and a set of 10 learning design
principles which informed the design of the programme. These principles included: “Enable personal and
professional reflection/learning, and combine technical input with experiential learning” and “promote
connections between participants – formal and informal” for example.
At the core of the joint learning programme is a mixture of technical input, peer support and action-learning,
which takes place through a series of six-week ‘learning loops’, each of which focuses on a different aspect of
‘non-violent movement building’.
The principle of ‘promoting connections’ resulted in a shared learning platform to compliment the live
webinars, as well as introducing ‘learning pods’ which are small groups of participants who will work closely
together for the duration of the programme so they can share experiences from different contexts. We’ve also
introduced ‘randomised coffee trials’ where each month participants are randomly matched and invited to have
a virtual coffee/tea with other participants, to spark new connections and build trust.
In the words of one participant: “It is a golden opportunity to connect with other activists, and for us to grow
stronger, to move forward, to become a real movement”.
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Evaluating Denmark’s support to civil society
INTRAC is leading an evaluation of Denmark’s support to civil society (in partnership with the Nordic Consulting
Group), which started in August 2020. Its objectives are to:





Capture outcome level results in selected thematic areas of development and humanitarian assistance
implemented in the global South by Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) funded by Danish overseas
development assistance.
Stimulate learning based on evidence of achieved results to improve the quality of the Danish
Government’s support to civil society.

This evaluation builds on previous evaluations and follow up work that INTRAC has carried out for the Danish
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) over the past seven years.
This time, a somewhat different approach is being taken. Based on learning from the earlier phases, there will be
three distinct thematic evaluations around areas previously identified as being of particular interest:

1) Danish public engagement in the international cooperation agenda promoted by Danish CSOs
Danish civil society plays an important role in retaining a broad Danish popular involvement in international
humanitarian action and development cooperation, as well as informing Danish people about development
around the world. This thematic evaluation will examine various approaches to public engagement and draw out
lessons on engaging more people around the SDGs, globalisation, migration and development policies. It will also
look at ways to reach new groups.

2) Strengthening civil society in the global South
Denmark acknowledges the value of a strong, independent, representative, accountable, vocal and diverse civil
society and its central role in promoting the SDGs in the global South. In 2017, Danish support to civil society
amounted to 21.5% of total Danish overseas development assistance. This evaluation will examine the results
achieved and lessons to be learned on different approaches to promoting equal partnerships in both
development and humanitarian settings.

3) The Humanitarian-Development-(Peace)-Nexus
In response to the Grand Bargain and the Global Compact on Refugees, Denmark wants to strengthen the link
between its humanitarian operations, development cooperation and peace-building efforts. This is a relatively
new area, in which organisations are exploring different approaches. This evaluation will highlight lessons to be
learned about different approaches to linking humanitarian and development funding and identify outcome level
results.
The thematic evaluations will be based on a number of case studies for each theme, purposively selected in the
Inception Phase together with the Danish CSOs themselves as well as relevant MFA staff. These case studies will
be supplemented by surveys, a document review and other methodologies as appropriate for each
theme. Findings will then be validated with the wider group of Danish CSOs and pooled funds to assess how
much they resonate and what joint learning might emerge.
A summary synthesis report will then pull together the selected themes and draw conclusions on the
contribution of the CSO interventions to the Denmark’s strategy for development policy and humanitarian action
‘The World 2030’. It will also seek to identify overall lessons and their implications. The emphasis throughout will
be on maximising utility, with a view to feeding into the next Danish MFA strategy and new round of CSO funding
in 2021, as well as for the CSOs themselves.
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Exploring capacity strengthening with support from the David &
Lucile Packard Foundation
As highlighted in our previous newsletter, INTRAC has hosted a series of meetings with a diverse group of
organisational development experts from Ethiopia, India, Indonesia, Mexico, Canada and the UK. This project has
been supported through funding from the David and Lucile Packard Foundation and allowed the group to reflect
on the concepts, language and purpose of capacity strengthening in light of other global trends.
During the first sessions (April and July, 2020) the conversation focused on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
on capacity strengthening of civil society in the various contexts the project partners are working in. Based on
these discussions, INTRAC’s Rick James has outlined common challenges to providers, opportunities for action,
and the changing emphases in capacity building in his paper: ‘Cultivating capacity amidst COVID-19’.
The third and final group meeting (September 2020) specifically focused on decolonising capacity strengthening.
This conversation ties into ongoing discussions in the NGO sector about shifting the power and ‘building back
better’, as well as a rekindled global Black Lives Matter movement sparked by the August 2020 killing of George
Floyd in Minneapolis. Parts of the discussions were compiled into a dialogue paper titled “Global perspectives on
decolonising capacity strengthening’”, outlining the group’s perspectives on what decolonising capacity
strengthening really means in their work. Topics include how a colonial mind-set affects capacity building, what
capacity strengthening providers can do personally to decolonise their own practice, and what donors could do
differently to decolonise capacity strengthening funding mechanisms and opportunities.
INTRAC subsequently reached out to the David & Lucile Packard Foundation to share learning based on both
these conversations. The foundation was very receptive to the group’s ideas and a joint webinar was hosted in
early November. This webinar, facilitated by INTRAC, explored the implications and dilemmas of a tumultuous
2020 on capacity strengthening of civil society. This resulted in a rich discussion about how foundations can
support capacity strengthening most effectively and what this may mean for the day-to-day work of programme
staff in the future.
The online event was not only attended by staff from the Packard Foundation itself but also by some colleagues
from the Ford Foundation, Oak Foundation, Hewlett Foundation, PeaceNexus Foundation and Children’s
Investment Fund Foundation, as well as by the diverse group of capacity building experts who have been part of
this project from the start. Over the course of 2021 we hope to help foundations further explore their questions
and dilemmas in supporting capacity strengthening in this brave new world.

Shifting to a remote evaluation of the Change the Game Academy
Advocacy specialist and member of the INTRAC network Helen Collinson has
recently worked as the Team Lead on an evaluation of the Change the Game
Academy (CtGA) training programme. Undertaken for Wilde Ganzen, the evaluation
sought to determine how effective the programme has been in empowering selfhelp groups, community-based organisations and civil society organisations with
advocacy skills. Funded by the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Civic Engagement Alliance has delivered CtGA
in eight countries. The evaluation looked at three case-study countries: Benin, Kenya, and India.
Helen has written about the process of completing this evaluation using more remote methods than originally
planned, due to COVID-19 restrictions in the three countries. While in Kenya and India the plan had always been
for local researchers to remotely interview trainees and the local organisations that delivered the training, the
work in Benin had to be done very differently. Helen’s piece has a number of reflections on remote evaluation
work and its challenges in varied contexts. As she observes, “the way in which technology can often exclude the
most marginalised voices may be the most important lesson from our work in this year of COVID-19.”
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Our People
Lina Kukulskyte, Consultancies Assistant
Lina joined INTRAC in November 2020. She is also finishing her master’s degree in
International Development at the University of Birmingham. In her dissertation, she
focuses on INGOs communications and explores to what extent do different
fundraising appeals affect audiences’ perceptions of people and countries in the
Global South. She uses an interdisciplinary approach combining International
Development and Psychology as she holds a BSc Psychology degree from the
University of Southampton.
Lina got into international development through different volunteering projects in
Tanzania, Ukraine and Guatemala. She later worked as a Volunteer Mentor and
Program Coordinator in Cambodia. She also has experience supporting social
enterprises in the UK in administrative and report writing roles.
As Consultancies Assistant, Lina is responsible for supporting the consultancy team in
their day-to-day work by providing essential administrative and logistical assistance,
preparing proposals and deliverables, and keeping our data systems up to date.

Timothy Kisuule
Timothy Kisuule is a monitoring, evaluation and learning specialist and youth
development practitioner with eight years’ experience working with civil society and
government on project development, implementation and entrepreneurship. He has
a passion for impactful research, training, civil society capacity development and
sustainability.
He has worked with various national and international civil society organisations and
government bodies in Uganda. These include the national Water and Sewerage
Corporation, the Ministry of Health/The Carter Center Trachoma Control programme,
World Vision, Restless Development Uganda and the Huys Link Community Initiative
(HUYSLINCI), among others.
Timothy is working with INTRAC as National Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning
Consultant for The Development Alternative programme in Uganda.
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Publications and blogs
New entries in INTRAC’s blog series on responsible exit
Since 2012, INTRAC has been monitoring an increase in the withdrawal of aid by international NGOs from
partners, projects, programmes, regions and countries throughout the world. In that time, INTRAC has worked
with a number of organisations on developing sustainable exit strategies, and has contributed to discussion and
debate on the topic, including through our publications. In 2020, with COVID-19 placing an unprecedented strain
on the finances and activities of CSOs around the world, INTRAC has begun a new blog series on the topic of exit.
This began in July with Rick James’ piece, ‘Living our values in the distress of exit’. Since then, a number of further
entries have been published.
‘If INGOs consider sustainability in their planning, exit can be a good thing for local civil
society’ by Emmanuel Kumi

Ghana-based researcher Emmanuel Kumi argues that if planned well, exit need not be a
disaster for local CSOs—and can in fact help them become more independent and sustainable.
‘There’s no need to reinvent the wheel in exit planning – let’s use what’s already out there’
by Rachel Hayman

INTRAC’s Research, Learning and Communications Director highlights the body of resources
already available on exit, including papers, webinars, and ongoing projects.
‘If you can’t exit well, at least exit “less badly”’ by Rizal Malik
“It’s my experience that you cannot leave well without a plan to leave.” Drawing on his
extensive experience in Indonesia, Rizal Malik shares his perspective on exit and suggests ways
for INGOs to mitigate the worst effects of an unplanned exit from a partnership.
‘In Ethiopia, exit presents real challenges for Civil Society Organisations’ by Sosena Lemma
Sosena Lemma discusses the specific issues related to exit in Ethiopia, where a challenging
funding environment presents serious risks for CSOs on the “receiving end” of the exit process.
She proposes that INGOs should commit to a planned and genuinely cooperative approach.

To find out more about INTRAC’s approach to exit and our history of working with organisations to
design sustainable processes and facilitate discussion, see our project page on aid withdrawal and exit
strategies. INTRAC is well-placed to support organisations with exit processes—contact us to discuss
how we can work together.
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Development in Practice
Special issue
Our latest special issue, ‘New sectoral perspectives on international NGOs: scale,
dynamics and influences’ has recently been published. The issue is guest edited by
Nicola Banks, Lau Schulpen and Dan Brockington, and their guest editorial and five
other articles in the issue are freely available to download and read on an open
access basis.
Since the last newsletter, issues 30.5 and 30.7 have also been published, meaning
that there are over 35 new articles on a wide range of development topics from
across the world now available.
You can also browse the whole Development in Practice back catalogue of open
access articles. Check to see the latest articles as they are published, or explore the
most-read articles!

Learning from five Swiss foundations on multiplying impact with
Organisational Development
In a recent blog published on the INTRAC site, Rick James explores a new report
from five Swiss foundations on the topic of organisational development (OD).
Specifically, the “Funding Organisational Development” report shares the
foundations’ learning from their experience of supporting the organisational
development of their grantees. Rick finds that the report “shares insights on how to
engage in OD, discusses the institutional set-up that is needed, explores the OD
process and highlights ongoing dilemmas.”
The report draws on the experiences of Laudes Foundation, MAVA Foundation,
Mercator Foundation Switzerland, Oak Foundation, and PeaceNexus Foundation
and is available to download from the INTRAC website.

INTRAC Trustees’ Report 2019-20 now available
INTRAC’s Trustees’ Report for the year 2019-20 is now available to read
and download. Presented in a new format, the report is a 21-page
document designed to be easy to read and suitable for screen viewing.
The report summarises INTRAC’s activities and achievements in 2019-20,
structured around our key objectives for the year. It contains more indepth focuses on significant outputs, including our work with Oak
Foundation and the M&E Universe. The report also features an
introduction by Chief Executive Jim Emerson and Chair of the Board
Carolyn Miller, an introduction to our strategic aims for 2020-21, and a
brief financial summary.
The Trustees’ Report can be downloaded from the INTRAC website; our
full Trustees’ Report and Accounts for the year is also available.
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INTRAC training
In this issue, we explore two upcoming online courses that are open to applications now—Advocacy Strategy and
Influencing Skills and Online Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning. There’s also an opportunity for learners to
register their interest in our new Advanced M&E: Monitoring and Evaluation Systems course, and information
about our bursary scheme.

Online Advocacy Strategy and Influencing Skills
Online, 19 January—21 March 2021

Course fee: £695

This course will introduce participants to the core skills needed to influence powerful stakeholders and policy
processes in a range of contexts. It also gives participants a thorough understanding of how to develop and
monitor effective advocacy strategies, from power analysis through to developing a theory of change for
advocacy, planning the advocacy cycle, and working on key advocacy-related skills. The course has 8 weekly
modules, combining 6 live sessions with independent learning.

Thank you for an excellent course! I have learned a lot of new things which I will
bring back to my own work. The step by step outline has provided me with a very
good understanding of how advocacy planning can look like, and what logical steps
to take in order to move forward towards the goals.
Participant feedback on the September 2020 ASIS course

Online Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning
Online, 26 January—3 March 2020

Course fee: £695

The most popular of our online courses to date, having run multiple times a year since 2017. Designed for anyone
needing some formal MEL training - from newbies to more experienced staff who had to learn-by-doing - this
course covers all the key elements, from jargon-busting to choosing indicators, collecting and analysing data, as
well as reporting and learning.

The course was excellent. I've participated in a number of online courses in the last
few months and this was by far the best. I liked the international nature and
diversity of the course participants, with students from all over the world. It was
really great to work with people with different experiences and insights to my own.
Participant feedback on the September 2020 MEL course
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Online Advanced M&E: Monitoring and Evaluation Systems
Dates and cost to be confirmed
Are you interested in strengthening the monitoring and evaluation (M&E) processes and practices
within your organisation so that high quality information is collected and shared to enable learning and
accountability? INTRAC's new online course on Monitoring and Evaluation Systems aims to provide
participants with the knowledge and skills to be able to develop an effective M&E system for your
project, programme or organisation.
The course will set out the key components of an M&E system, discuss the different influences on a
M&E system and how to manage these, the steps to take to diagnose and rectify problems with an
M&E system, how to make decisions on what information to collect, how to summarise and aggregate
that information, and how M&E systems differ for projects, complex programmes and organisations.
This course is intended for those that already have some experience of monitoring and evaluation. It
has been designed to build on and enhance participant’s skills and understanding of M&E and work
through some of the practical challenges commonly faced in designing and managing M&E systems.
Register your interest now! We will get in touch with you for more details.

Did you know? We offer bursaries
As part of our commitment to strengthen the effectiveness of civil society, and in line with our Strategy for Action
2015-2020, we are allocating up to two bursary places for each of our training courses.
The bursary covers 50% of the course fees, meaning that effectively, bursary beneficiaries will only pay half price.
To be eligible, participants must come from an organisation meeting the following criteria:




It must be a non-profit, non-governmental, organisation working on human, animal, or environmental
welfare. Social enterprises may be accepted if working in a relevant development area; AND
Its annual income must be less than £1 million GBP gross in the last financial year (or equivalent in other
currencies).

We require official documentation of the organisation's non-profit status, mission and vision as well as proof of
the organisation's income (i.e. an annual report) before we are able to confirm a bursary.
In addition, the individual participant must also be considered a suitable participant for the chosen course,
particularly in case of advanced courses.
Please note that bursary places are given on a first-come-first-served basis to eligible applicants. Please apply as
soon as possible.
To apply for a bursary place, simply complete the online application form and indicate that you wish to be
considered for a bursary when prompted during the application process. You will be required to upload
supporting documents to confirm your organisation’s eligibility.
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